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Welcome to the newest year of disruption – its challenges, risks, rewards and 
investment opportunities! 
 
But how different this time compared with a year ago when hopes for the U.S. 
and its freshly-triggered animal spirits were heavily outweighed by generally 
sobering forecasts. 
 
Instead, 2017 was to bring more encouragement in the U.S. than ever imagined, 
including gangbuster stock markets.  In addition, economies the world over were 
to experience their biggest synchronous advance since 2008, as the global 
economy grew by 3.5% or better. Canada made a surprisingly spirited 
contribution to this China and Asia-powered growth, and so did a European 
Union closing ranks and bouncing back encouragingly without its floundering 
“Brexiter”.  And, despite the U.S. dollar falling (rather than rising) against most 
major currencies (by 6.5% against a Canadian dollar closing in on 80 U.S. cents), 
global stock markets were to have a year to remember – the U.S. markets 
spectacularly so. 
 

 
Acknowledgement: MidAtlantic Salon, March 6, 2017 
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Truly no one could have foreseen the benchmark 
Dow Jones Industrials ending the year close to 
25,000, the broad-based Standard & Poor’s 500 
through 2,600, and the NASDAQ Composite at 
just under 7,000 – for annual gains of 25%, 19% 
and 28% respectively. 
 
As the charts illustrate, the global stock markets 
were no slouch either – with kudos to Japan (the 
Nikkei up 19%), Hong Kong (Hang Seng 36%), Brazil (Bovespa 28%), Germany 
(DAX12%), and France (CAC 9%), et al!   
 
In Canada, a stellar late-year run was to finally push the TSX Composite through 
16,000 and on into record-high territory for an annual 7.1% again and a total 
return averaging around 10%.  Add the pick-up in the Canadian dollar and our 
benchmark return would have been in the 16-17% range for international 
investors - even if we too were left behind by those soaring U.S. markets! 
 
To add to last year’s stock market excitement were the continuing crazes in 
Bitcoin and cannabis – the one a digitalized and coded “coin” with an arbitrary 
and difficult-to-realize, pass-protected value; the other a dried and shrunken 
weed with desirable, maybe even beneficial, recreational and medicinal 
properties. 
 

 

 

Acknowledgement: Globe & Mail, ROB, Dec. 30, 2017 
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I’m trying hard to understand blockchain, a computerized ledger in which 
encrypted information can be shared, secured and verified.  I also take note of 
expert opinion that a blockchain revolution could change technological 
interaction the way the internet changed communication in the 1990s.  However, 
offshoots such as Bitcoin are another (speculative) matter, with much more 
clarification, resolution and understanding needed. 
 
Then there’s the legalization of marijuana – California’s 2018 lead-off to be 
followed on July 1st by Canada where there is already such intense interest that a 
burgeoning new sector has arisen within Canadian equity markets.  
 
Ironically, it was a surge in cannabis stocks that was to lift the TSX Composite 
through the record-breaking 16,000 level.  What is more, heavyweight Canopy 
Growth Corp. (TSX/ WEED - $29.74) turned out to be the top-performing TSX 
Composite stock in 2017 – up 225%! 
 
Given my innate scepticism, I keep hearing echoes of the South Sea and Dutch 
tulip bubbles past in crazes like these.  And I remember reading how after losing 
his shirt on a foolhardy South Sea property venture, Sir Isaac Newton lamented 
he could measure the movement of the stars, but not the madness of men!  The 
truth is that mankind’s penchant for gambling also includes the stock markets – 
witness these current latest reminders.  (My own lament is how much more 
assured Canada’s future would be if our federal and provincial governments were 
to put half the effort into critically important pipeline decisions as they are in 
regulating and taxing this new bounty.) 
 
All of which also begs questions as to how much longer and higher today’s stock 
markets can go, led by a U.S. bull market which by the spring could have 
become the second longest on record, trailing only the rally that lasted from 1987 
to 2000. 
 
U.S. equities are undoubtedly expensive by every conventional measure.  In 
addition, legions of market experts keep warning of the coming correction – just 
as they were for most of last year, but now ever more stridently.  No doubt, too, 
the incredible power of market-driven capitalism that Warren Buffett keeps 
espousing – and that saw Berkshire Hathaway tack on another 22% in 2017 - can  
and will reverse itself in the natural and cyclical scheme of things. 
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There are also Sir John Templeton’s sage reminders that bull markets are born in 
the depths of despair (e.g. the spring of 2009), bear markets at the height of 
euphoria:   An aging bull is likely not yet at this latter stage, when even a pullback 
of, say, 10% would be welcome.  But a full-blown bear just doesn’t seem on the 
cards – and maybe not for quite a while yet. 
 
Another Templeton truism I can painfully testify to is that “this time it’s different” 
are the four most dangerous words in the entire investment lexicon.  This time, 
however, could the difference be that the market-driven forces currently at work 
are much more secular than cyclical?  And, that they include powerful, long-
lasting trend-setting forces that serious longer-term investors simply cannot 
afford to ignore – the market-timing risks notwithstanding! 
 
 

    

AMERICA EXCELSISAMERICA EXCELSISAMERICA EXCELSISAMERICA EXCELSIS    
Paramount in taking secular as opposed to cyclical stock (pun intended) has to 
be the pace-setting forces at work in the U.S., the histrionics and unpredictability 
of its new Prince of Disorder notwithstanding. 
 
However, love him or hate him, I remember an American businessman telling me 
how Donald Trump has broken the mould.  And, to quote another latest 
enthusiast, how the handcuffs are off an American business that is 
raring to go in a way it hasn’t since the first Ronald Reagan presidency of 1981-
85!  The mounting and mostly non-Trump related fundamentals are indeed 
impressive:  

• An economy growing at its fastest pace in more than three years, and 
already looking like exceeding 3% in real GDP terms in 2018. 

• A dominant and healthier consumer exuding a confidence reflected in the 
best holiday shopping season in 20 years, online and all; 

• A restored housing sector shaking off the last effects of the disastrous and 
greed-driven collapse of 2007-09; 

• Joblessness dropping to 4% and almost certainly headed lower in a labour 
market close to full employment as inflation remains below 2% 
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• The creation of some $5 trillion of new investment wealth since the upset 
2016 presidential election of November 2016 (for which Donald Trump will 
doubtless take a bow in his upcoming State of the Union address); and 

• Already-strong corporate profitability to be augmented by the “sugar high” 
of the most sweeping tax reform since 1986 and the Reagan era.  (“Now 
that’s what I call tax reform”, wrote Jack Mintz in the Financial Post, Nov. 
23, 2017 – an enlightening and for Canadians sobering article that should 
be mandatory reading for our tax-sprinkling Minister of Finance.) 

 
Not surprisingly, those same “animal spirits” were very much alive and well on 
my latest visit to New York for the year-end U.S. Trust/Bank of America 
roundtable, and the annual luncheon of an ever-shrinking Third Thursday Group, 
circa the early 1970s, hosted by Byron Wien, Vice Chairman of Blackstone, and 
useful as a final warm-up for his celebrated “Ten Surprises” of the year to come. 
 
The Third Thursday discussion brought out how the expensiveness of today’s 
U.S. market in P/E terms – not far short of 20 times on S&P 500 earnings 
estimated in the $140-150 range – is much the same as it was in pre-crash 2007.  
But this time set against a much healthier and better-based U.S. economy and its 
much more cost-effective and better underpinned corporate sector.  
 
The U.S. Trust/Bank of America expects the U.S. economy to be “Back to Normal 
in 2018” after ten years of stagnation and quantitative easing.  And, as a result, it 
sees a return to “interest rate normalization” as the Fed hikes its funds rate two 
or three more times without derailing the economy.  And as the Fed reins in its 
ballooned (post-2008) balance sheet within a receptive and amply-liquid 
economy.   
 
Tim McGee, Director of Macro Strategy and Research at U.S. Trust / Bank of 
America, drew parallels with the Reagan era and the pro-business environment 
that was suddenly switched on in the mid-1980s.  He could hardly have been 
more confident, concluding that the current environment is about as good as it 
gets. 
 
A new risk I was to learn about from Jeffrey de Graaf, Chairman and Head 
Technical Analyst of RenMac, at the accompanying US Trust/Bank of America 
lunch was of a “melt-up”: However, his comprehensive charts are telling him not 
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in 2018 – and maybe not for a while longer.  Mr. de Graaf reiterated how in 
investing the last war is seldom the next war, and accordingly that the melt-up 
correction when it eventually comes will almost certainly be from an as-yet 
unknown source. 
 
This nonetheless gives rise to thoughts as to where the next- and new – Black 
Swan risks might lie; for example, China falling short in its massive conversion to 
a consumer-driven and less indebted economy, cyber terrorism becoming the 
new disruptive unknown, a sudden leap in world oil prices (as some models 
already point to WTI at $100/bbl.), a crypto-currency crash, Robert Mueller’s 
investigation spelling the Trump administration’s ultimate demise, or …? 
 
At some point today’s powerful secular uptrends must invert and start 
transitioning downwards.  But, for now there are not enough bears out there 
(whether hunted down or in hibernation), and it remains very hard to see any 
recession in 2018-19 given today’s solid economic and investment (albeit 
expensive) fundamentals. 
 
 
 
 

FOCUS CANADAFOCUS CANADAFOCUS CANADAFOCUS CANADA    
 

For all these reasons I want to enter 2018 
invested and committed, with a renewed focus 
on a lagging Canada. 
 
In generating real GDP growth of about 3%, the 
Canadian economy handsomely exceeded 
most forecasts for 2017.  If Finance Minister 
Morneau’s 1.9% spring budget projection made 
in consultation with leading economists could 

turn out to be so wrong, why not the same again in 2018-19 when slower growth 
and caution are once again the watchwords?  And all the more as last year’s 
growth was nationwide, our oil and mining industries are bouncing back, tourism 
emerges as a rising star and we gain a reputation in technology across the widest 
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range – Canada’s millennials ranking as tech-savvy as any.  All of which must also 
make Canada more and more attractive from an investment point of view! 
 
As illustrated in Attachment #1 my Canadian Equity and Dividend 6-Paks didn’t 
make many, if any, waves in 2017.  At the same time, I can live with a 7.1% total 
return on a diversified package of superior world-class equities:  The same with 
my Canadian Dividend 6-Pak which spun its wheels but kept on delivering the 
dividends expected of it. 
 
Both 6-Paks are in need of the disciplined and mandatory rebalancing to be 
detailed in my next bulletin –EnbridgeEnbridgeEnbridgeEnbridge    (TSX / ENB - $49.16)    one of my two stocks 
of 2017 (!) leaps out for additional commitment in the Equity 6-Pak.   Encana Encana Encana Encana 
CorpCorpCorpCorp (TSX / ECA - $16.77) the other for a maintained if not augmented weighting.  
In the Dividend 6-Pak EnbridgeEnbridgeEnbridgeEnbridge IncomeIncomeIncomeIncome FundFundFundFund (TSX/ SU - $46.15) and TransAlta TransAlta TransAlta TransAlta 
RenewablesRenewablesRenewablesRenewables (TSX / RNW - $13.29) are in similar re-balancing need. 
 
In Attachment 2, my also-to-be updated 2017-18 Proactive list leaves me thinking 
hard about adding Suncor EnergySuncor EnergySuncor EnergySuncor Energy (TSX SU - $46.15), Canada’s premier 
international oil company, as well as its oilsands leader.  I also highlight Teck Teck Teck Teck 
Resources Resources Resources Resources (TSX / TCK - $32.87), this time not as the runaway wildcard it was in 
201, but as a mature and impressively-building investment with zinc its ace-in-
the-hole.  Then there’s Labrador Iron Ore Royalty Labrador Iron Ore Royalty Labrador Iron Ore Royalty Labrador Iron Ore Royalty (TSX / LIF - $27.20) for a 
royalty arrangement with Iron Ore Canada (and its parent Rio Tinto) like no other.  
Already on the Proactive list are two new wild cards;  restructured Sherritt Sherritt Sherritt Sherritt 
International International International International (TSX / S - $1.72) for its catch-up as well as high-class nickel and 
cobalt potential in the battery-driven world of the future; and Immunovaccine Immunovaccine Immunovaccine Immunovaccine 
(TSX / IMV - $2.35) for its distinctive clinical trial partnerships, signature Depovax 
vaccine and eye-catching research in the exponentially evolving world of 
oncology. 
 

IN CONCLUSIONIN CONCLUSIONIN CONCLUSIONIN CONCLUSION    
 

In conclusion, might we be moving into a year of “rational” as opposed to 
“irrational” exuberance, and could economies and stock markets once again defy 
expectations on the upside, as they did in 2017?   
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As our Third Thursday Group luncheon wound down, Byron Wien reflected that if 
he could have his career over again he would unhesitatingly opt for Asia where 
the big money and  today’s investment wealth and opportunity unquestionably 
reside.  (And to which I would add there is the potential of great banking and 
financial centres like Hong Kong, Singapore and Shanghai).   
 
Canada is part of Asia Pacific too and regardless of the importance of the NAFTA 
re-negotiation I would urge we rethink the Trans-Pacific Partnership and all it 
would offer us.  In a powerfully reasoned New Year article (Globe & Mail, ROB, 
Jan 2nd) Bill Thomas, global chairman of KPMG International, sees Canada as 
invitingly exposed to increasingly mature Asian markets, as well as increasingly 
relevant in an era of massive global disruption.  In 2018, I’m going to keep 
pressing an investable country like no other, provided we want to make it 
happen, which I increasingly sense we are in a mood to do. 
 
My last TINA article on why “there is no alternative” to equities adds to my hopes 
for 2018 and beyond.  And for Canada and Canadian investors to hit a 
welcoming, challenging and investable 2018 running!! 
 
Michael Graham 

January 4, 2018 
 
 
 
 
  The information contained herein is obtained from sources believed to 

be reliable but we cannot represent that it is accurate or complete. 
This article is a general discussion of the merits and risks of the 
securities of certain issuers, and is not in any way designed to be 

tailored to the needs and circumstances of any recipient. This material 
is not a recommendation for any recipient of this report to purchase a 
specific security, service or product and should not be construed as 

such. Michael Graham has a beneficial ownership interest in securities 
of certain issuers discussed in this report; however, such ownership 
interests are immaterial to the market capitalization of the issuers. 
Michael Graham receives no compensation from, and has no other 

financial arrangements with, any such issuers.. 
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